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While Florence and Brian have been preparing for their next journey, many Friends have
contributed to the following minute of appreciation.

Brian and Florence first lived for one year in our community, when in 1966 they came as VISTA
volunteers. They were drawn to the Celo Friends Meeting by the generosity of spirit they found
in Friends such as Bob and Dot Barrus, Elizabeth Morgan, and Margit Hirschenhauser. From that
first contact, they have remained not only attached to the Religious Society of Friends, but
dedicated and essential members of the wider Quaker community in every place they have lived.
Brian and Florence have let their lives speak in remarkable ways in the world, and some of their
work is described in a newsletter profile from 2021, which is attached to this minute. Here, we
want to honor and celebrate their contributions to our immediate community. We can only hope
to scratch the surface.

After finishing their VISTA year, Florence and Brian moved away and then returned to live in
Celo from 1974 -79. Then, leaving for the sake of work, they maintained their ties with our
meeting and community until they finally came home in 2008. When speaking of their collective
20 years among us, Friends use words like wisdom, inspiration, humor, hard work, kindness, and
above all, generosity. They “showed us all how to create community” and “put their words into
action, again and again, without ever asking for anything in return.”

To cite just one example, Brian and Florence have been able to do what most of us have not.
They have intentionally reached out to people of all faiths, all ages, and all political persuasions.
“One of the gifts Brian and Florence have had is connecting with a segment of the South Toe
community that the rest of us never did. They found a common bond with the families around
them on White Oak that was wonderful and unique.” One Friend described the outcome of their
ability to embrace and to be welcomed by all when he wrote of their community on White Oak
Road: “Around Brian, Florence and Virginia [Harrison], lasting ties between ‘Celo transplants’
and a mountain neighborhood grew.”

Florence’s lifelong love of learning has lent spiritual and intellectual insights to the meeting that
have taken our discussions of Quakerism, world politics, and human rights to the deepest levels.
She has opened her home to all, making sure that “no one was a stranger for very long.” And
then there is her cooking. Over the years Florence’s contribution to the culinary excellence of our
gatherings has led one Friend to sum it up by saying, “Food is definitely one of Florence’s love
languages.” Her home has always been open; the atmosphere she creates is simple and gracious.
Many, many of us have passed pleasant hours with our legs under her table.

As for Brian, the English language doesn’t have an equivalent word for the Yiddish mensch, and
so we freely borrow it here to best describe him. Brian puts honor and integrity into action every
single day by volunteering whenever and wherever he is needed. It is not an exaggeration to say
that many hundreds of people in our community have been recipients of Brian’s generosity. His
first question to anyone struggling with health issues is, “Do you need a ride?” He dives into



situations that many would avoid, approaching difficult people with an offer of friendship and
then sticking with them. His wisdom and attention to process and detail have made him
invaluable within Celo Meeting. His reminder to follow the process has kept us on an even keel
when we might otherwise have lost our way.  Brian enters the world, always, with compassion
and love.

Separately and together, Florence and Brian have been our patterns. Their leaving will create a
void to fill in our community. May we all follow the example—the many examples—our
beloved Yaffes have set for us.



CFM Newsletter Profile

 Brian Yaffe—A Life of Service

“I have drunk from wells that I did not dig,

I have been warmed by fires I did not build,

I have enjoyed shade of trees I did not plant,

and that’s how I came to be what I am.”

As Brian, his wife Florence, and I sit around their table eating lunch, Brian begins
by quoting his “life verse” (above), based on Deuteronomy 6:11. The two of them
reminisce about their varied life adventures, having lived in Celo three times for a
total of over 20 years.

 They have just returned from the Arthur Morgan School, where they
shared with students their VISTA experience here in Yancey County in 1966-67,
their first time here.  Brian recognized the need for transportation in our rural
county and initiated a U.S. Department of Transportation grant that created the
Yancey County Transportation Service, also adopted by Mitchell County. Celo
Friends Meeting was their first introduction to Friends. Bob and Dot Barrus,
Elizabeth Morgan, and Margit Hirschenhauser were mentors during those early
years. 

Brian grew up in Philadelphia, his grandparents non-observant Jewish
emigrants from Russia and strong union supporters. He and Florence are now in
their early 80s and have been married 61 years. Their daughter Melissa was
almost four years old when she died in 1965.

After VISTA, they moved to New Hampshire where Brian majored in
sociology at Franconia College.  In 1969 they moved to New York City, where he
worked for New York Yearly Meeting in its Quaker Project on Community Conflict.
He helped to organize the anti-Vietnam War Moratorium March in DC, which
included training 2,500 marshals. In 1970, he wrote a Ford Foundation grant for
NY Yearly Meeting that funded training for peace marshals and civil disobedience.

 His work continued in Washington, DC from 1971-74 as Director of Quaker
House, next door to Florida Avenue Meeting. He organized street demonstrations
by negotiating permits with authorities, working with the police, communicating



with the press, and offering nonviolence training. He worked with groups like the
Arab American Liberation League, Jewish Defense League, Black Panthers, and
Weather Underground—a trusted intermediary in the anti-war movement.

After DC, they returned to Celo for five years from 1974 -79 for a
much-need sabbatical from the intensity of urban activism. Brian built their log
house from a Foxfire book, which initiated his home-building days in Celo. He
became clerk of Celo Friends Meeting in 1977 and clerk of SAYMA for two years
from 1978-1979. He reminisces, “I loved the Meeting, and they loved me back.”

 From 1979-1990 the Yaffes lived in Indiana, where Florence attended the
Earlham School of Religion, they attended a programmed Friends Meeting, and
Brian started a business, We Love Country, making wooden country accessories.  

In 1990 they returned to Philadelphia, where We Love Country focused
exclusively on design, marketing, and distribution of cotton afghans. (You can see
one now on the back of the sofa in Margithaus).  Florence taught kindergarten
with the Urban League. They bought a home, which they rent out today, and
transferred their membership to Central Philadelphia Meeting, always active as
Friends.

In 2008, Brian and Florence retired to Celo.  Brian came for a visit and Fuller
McLeod took him to the Celo Cemetery. As he viewed the graves, he remembers
thinking, “I know these people. This is my home.”  And so here they are today.  

Brian again served as a VISTA volunteer with Habitat for Humanity in Avery
County, staying on as staff when his term ended. Afterwards he volunteered as a
Guardian ad Litem for several years. 

         Today, Brian and Florence are active with MY Neighbors, Brian as a frequent
driver and Florence with the newsletter. But Brian sees his primary focus as Celo
Friends Meeting, where he serves on several committees:   Adult Religious
Education, Ministry and Care, and Racial Equity. He also represents Celo Friends
on the Ministry and Nurture Committee of SAYMA.

I am amazed and grateful for the diversity of experience, skill, and wisdom that
Brian faithfully brings to our valley and to our Friends Meeting. He sums it up with
the word “service.” 


